High-Density Mobile Storage System

Count on Spacesaver’s FrameWRX HD storage system to give you the exact storage you need. Highly customizable and easily relocated, the unique design of this system freely adapts to meet your changing needs. The FrameWRX HD system compresses two rows of storage into one deeper space, saving an aisle. When space is at a premium, this is a lasting advantage.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- **EZ Rail Element**: Compatible with hanging bins, pegs, and slat wall accessories, the EZ Rail adds unmatched flexibility and configurability to almost any storage challenge.
- **2-Position Adjustable Shelves**: Easy-to-adjust, single-piece shelves can be mounted horizontally or at a 17 degree slope for gravity feed and instant access. Shelves are available in a variety of depths to meet your storage needs.
- **Easy Access, Smooth Rolling, and Soft Stopping**: Moving frames to access stored items is nearly effortless, thanks to bearing-mounted, dual-flange wheels; soft stopping provided by decellerating air cylinders.
- **Sloped Low-Back Shelf**: Ideal for displaying or transporting books, media, and medical supplies.
- **Retractable Work Surface**: Thermofoiled work surfaces provide a handy yet discrete space that’s readily available.
- **NEW! More Clearance Between Frames**: Expanded rear, front, and frame widths and depths provide additional space and improved range of motion.

Hanging Bins: FrameWRX is compatible with a wide variety of industry standard bins, providing one of the highest bin densities of any storage product on the market.

Wire Baskets: Single-piece, all welded construction that mounts horizontally or at a 17 degree slope. High visibility, easy access, dust free design. Divider accessories available.

Slat-Wall Accessories: Standard accessories used with slat-wall systems quickly connect to the EZ Rail element, letting you hang a variety of items.
The only thing you can’t change about FrameWRX HD is its storage efficiency. Not only is the system easy to use, it also allows for better visibility and easier accessibility than traditional high-density storage products. The options are endless, even as your needs change.